Our pizza event

On Thursday my English class made a pizza event or better to say a pizza
restaurant.
The first thing we did is, we put a lot of tables together and put some
tablecloth on it. Then we put some cutlery on it to make it look like a real pizza
restaurant. After that Mila and Eliza were waitress. They brought us pizzas and
drinks just like a real restaurant would do. When everybody started eating their
pizzas it was complete silence. The pizzas were so delicious. I was the chef. I
was making good pizzas. The waiters and waitresses came to us and told us
which pizza the guests wanted. There were so many different toppings. Next to
the kitchen there were drinks. There was Sprite, Fanta, Ice Tea and mineral
water. The most wanted pizza was with corn, onions and salami. I acted also as
a waitress. I brought the guests some drinks and pizza.

On the photo Joy was the chef and I was putting corn on the pizza. Timi was
pouring water for the guests, and I waited for the pizza to get ready to bring it
to the guests. When I wasn’t the waitress anymore, I ate pizza with SeoYeon,
Alicia, Joy, Anna and Mila.

On this picture you can see how Seoyeon, Anna, Mila and I sat at the table and
waited for the pizza and the drinks to come. We all were the guests and waited
for Joy, the waitress to come. I and my friends ate the pizza when Joy came.
The kids didn’t wait for the other and ate the pizza.
Alicia was the chef and put corn, salami, ham and onions… on the pizza. Mila
and Eliza were the waitress and brought the pizza Seoyeon, Joy and I sat at the

table and ate the pizza, we were the guests. At the end Mila. Alicia and Eliza
come to us and ate with us.

After the lunch we put the table and chairs back. It was so difficult, because we
didn’t know where the tables before was. I and the other kids helped our
professor to bring the dishes to the teacher’s room. That moment the kids in
the classroom cleaned the floor, the table and fault the tablecloth. After that
we saw a video from how ordered the food. Then we went home, and I said to
my friend it was the best pizza event, but I think the other kids will said the
same.
Eliza, Mila, Joy, Anna, Alicia, SeoYeon

Last Thursday we made our pizza restaurant in our class. First our teacher
ordered pizza and the class brought some drinks and toppings. At the beginning
Amir took the tablecloth and put it on the table. In our group Fillip was the
waiter, Amir was the guest and Kristjan was the cook. At the beginning the
waiter brought the drinks and some dishes. 10 minutes later the janitor
brought our pizza margherita and the cooks started to add the topics. When
the cooks were finished the waiter brought us the food and the guests started
to eat. Amir had pizza with rocket, Fillip had pizza with corn and ham, and
Kristjan just with corn. We enjoyed our pizza and our sprite, iced tea and our
apple juice. The pizza was very delicious, and the drinks were amazing. Our
teacher took some photos and showed them to us on the next day. When we
finished eating, we tidied our classroom and went home.

Kristijan, Amir, Filip

Pizza Restaurant

On Thursday we turned our classroom into a pizza restaurant. On the
photo you see how Timi brings the order to Lukas and Sebastian. On
Lukas’ pizza was ham with corn and on Sebastian’s pizza was only ham.
This day was the best of all days in the year. (Timi)

Here you can see that Julia and Sebastian are waiting excitedly for their orders.
Sebastian waited for a pizza with cheese and ham. Julia waited for a pizza with
salami and onions.
I think they enjoyed their pizzas very much. Lukas

Our pizza restaurant

On Thursday we made our classroom to a pizza restaurant. Our teacher bought
us 10 pizzas but that wasn’t enough. When we were in school all kids were very
excited. Everyone talked about the event. After several hours it was finally
time. The event started. Every kid brought something, for example tablecloths
or toppings for the pizza. Then we made four groups of children and every child
had a role. One kid for example, was the waiter or waitress, the other child was
the chef and two children were the guests.
We could also switch the roles. When everybody had their pizzas the group
could eat. At the end of the lesson everybody helped to clean the classroom.
That was one of the best days in the year. Lukas

Our pizza restaurant

Now you see how we eat our pizza. It was very delicious!
Julia ate a pizza with salami and onions. Sebastian drank ice tea peach. Lukas
and Timi drank Sprite and Julia mineral water.
On this photo Timi eats a pizza with salami and onions.
Lukas had a pizza with peppers, corn and salami. He said that it was delicious
but it was also a little bit too cold.
We enjoyed our pizza and the day was beautiful.
Julia
It was a sunny Thursday afternoon, and we all knew that this English lesson was
going to be the best of all the time. When our English teacher came into the
class, we all sat down and listened to her. We all helped to turn the classroom
into a pizza restaurant. All children pushed the tables, moved the school bags
into the back of the class and we gave the tablecloth on the table. In this
moment the janitor came in and brought our pizza. We had all rolls like: waiter,
cook and guest. All of us brought some toppings, and so we made our pizza on
our own. This was the best English lesson of all the time. (Jonas)

Pizza Day:
Hello our names are Zalán and Teo. We had a very nice time in school because
our nice English teacher organized us a great pizza day. We brought some
toppings for the pizza from our homes. First, we transformed our class to a
restaurant. Here on the photo you can see how we transformed our class:

After that our school-janitor came into our restaurant and gave us the pizzas.
We put our toppings in the kitchen and it started. Here is the kitchen and our
table:

I (Teo) was the chef and Zalán was the waiter. I prepared very many pizzas.
The most popular one was a pizza with salami, onions and corn (it was very
tasty
). It was a little bit stressful so Zalán and I also needed a break, so we
ate a pizza. Here is a picture of how we ate:

After an hour of hard work and a lot of eating pizza we transformed the
restaurant back into our class ):

These were definitely the best two English lessons in our life.

Zalán and Teo

Our Pizza Day
Hallo my name is Patrik and I want to tell you how we turned our classroom
into a pizza restaurant. It was the best day of school. Everybody needed to
bring some toppings for the pizza or some drinks. I took some rocket salad.
When class started, we took the chairs and put them to the back, and we
pushed the tables to place. My kind teacher ordered 9 delicious pizza
margherita. Later the janitor brought us the pizzas. We were 4 at one table. My
best friends sat with me, Jonas Teo and Zalán. After the decoration we decided
who’s going to be the cook, waiter and the guest. Our decision was that Zalán is
going to be the waiter, Teo the cook and Jonas and me the guests. I ordered
the pizza with rocket salad, salami and corn. Everybody needed to be cook,
waiter and guest. For me the waiter job was the most fun. It was the best pizza
I have ever eaten. The worst part was of course the cleaning up and we needed
to find our tables. It`s sad that it ended so fast. We will never ever forget this
English lesson.
Patrik

